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Abstract

This paper discusses and evaluates the quasi-dynamic test procedure for solar thermal collectors according to EN12975
in view of the uncorrelated regression uncertainty of the collector model parameters obtained from the test. In this discus-
sion the results of two procedures for the regression coefficients identification, the least square (LS) and the weighted least
square (WLS) regression methods are analyzed. The uncertainties of the both, the LS and WLS results are calculated and
validated. The inter-comparison of the two methods shows comparable normalized efficiency curves, but superior perfor-
mance of the WLS method with respect to the uncertainties.
� 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Testing the efficiency of solar collectors is a basic
pre-requisite to obtain performance characteristics
for thermal solar collectors.

In order to quantify those characteristics, we
must run a test to determine the parameters that
determine the efficiency curve of those solar
collectors.
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In an international context, standards for the
respective test procedures are given by EN12975
(CEN, 1998) and ISO9806 (ISO, 1994). In Brazil
the standard is given by ABNT (1988). Only the
EN12975 provides three different test procedures,
the steady-state test (SST) under indoor and out-
door conditions and the quasi-dynamic test (QDT)
under outdoor conditions. The QDT has the advan-
tage of allowing the execution of more collector
tests within the same time period, using the same
test equipment and the same test facility as
compared to the steady-state collector test under
outdoor conditions (Kratzenberg et al., 2002). On
the other hand the quasi-dynamic test requires a
d.
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Nomenclature

aj regression coefficient [different units]
b0 incident angle modifier coefficient [unit-

less]
cp effective heat capacity of the fluid [J/

(kg K)]
Df diffuse fraction [unitless]
error measured minus modeled collector effi-

ciency [–]
G global solar irradiance [W/m2]
Gd diffuse solar irradiance [W/m2]
Gb beam solar irradiance [W/m2]
k1 linear heat loss coefficient [W/(m2x K)]
k2 quadratic heat loss coefficient [W/

(m2 K2)]
k3 effective thermal collector capacitance

[J/(m2 K)]
Khb(h) incidence angle modifier for direct radia-

tion [unitless]
Khd incidence angle modifier for diffuse radia-

tion [unitless]
_m mass flow [kg/s]
Tin inlet temperature [�C]

Tout outlet temperature [�C]
Tm mean collector temperature [�C]
Ta ambient temperature [�C]
u standard uncertainty [different units]
U expanded uncertainty [different units]
var(aj) variance of the collector coefficient (cor-

responds also to the squared standard
error s2

e of aj) [different units]
Xi,j regression variable [different units]
(1 � a) significance for the statistical tests and

the uncertainty estimates [unitless]
DT difference between collector mean and

ambient temperature [K]
gme measured efficiency value [unitless]
gmo modeled efficiency value [unitless]
g0 zero loss efficiency at normal incidence

[unitless]
g0_norm g0 of the QDT normalized to the SST

conditions [unitless]
h incident angle of the beam radiation [�]
E(r2) estimation of the residual mean square

error [W/m2]2

Mass flow = constant
(1)

(2)

(3)

(6)

(5)

(4)

Radial ventilator

(7)
CRYOSTAT

Tout = constant

SUN

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the test rig for the quasi-dynamic
and the steady-state collector test.
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somewhat more demanding effort for the calcula-
tion of the collector coefficients.

There has already been made a comparison
between SST and QDT (Fischer et al., 2004), but
there have been no statements about the uncertain-
ties. The purpose of the present work is to discuss
and evaluate the test procedures in view of the
uncertainty of the determination of the collector
coefficients for the QDT. The least square – LS
(Montgomery and Peck, 1992; Hoffmann and Vie-
ira, 1987; ISO, 1995) and the weighted least square
– WLS (Press et al., 1996) regression methods
applied in the trend setting QDT (CEN, 1998; Krat-
zenberg et al., 2003, 2004) are presented in this
paper. Uncertainties of the LS and WLS results
are calculated. A methodology for the verification
of real confidence limit of the LS and WLS uncer-
tainties is presented.

2. Collector test rig

Fig. 1 shows the schematic of a collector test rig,
used for outdoor collector tests, configured to per-
form both, steady-state and quasi-dynamic collector
tests (EN12975) under outdoor conditions. Accord-
ing to EN12975 the collector has to be mounted
with a collector tilt angle b of 45�.

The following quantities are measured continu-
ously: (1) inlet temperature: temperature of the fluid
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flowing into the collector, (2) outlet temperature:
temperature of the fluid leaving the collector, (3)
ambient temperature, (4) air speed: speed of the
air at the collector front cover, (5) global irradiance:
total solar irradiance measured in the tilted collector
plane, (6) diffuse irradiance measured in the collec-
tor plane and (7) mass flow: measurement of the
mass flow rate through the collector.

According to EN12975 the sampling rate has to
be (1–6) s and an averaging period of 5–10 min for
the mean values of the measured quantities has to
be used in the analysis.

3. Measuring uncertainties

The transducers used for the measurements are
selected according to the requirements on the uncer-
tainty. The transducer uncertainty and the uncer-
tainties of synchronization time of the
measurement system that are used in the test are
specified in Table 1.

The transducers were multiplexed with a measur-
ing interval of 20 s and then computed the mean
value of 5 min that were used for the regression.

4. Test conditions

SST and QDT specify different requirements to
the weather conditions during the test, whereby
the QDT test conditions are more similar to real
collector operation conditions, i.e. with diffuse
fraction DfQDT = (0–0.5) instead of DfSST =
(0–0.3), global radiation GQDT = (300–1100) W/m2

instead of GSST = (700–1000) W/m2, incident angle
hQDT = (0–60)� instead of hSST = (0–30)� and no
Table 1
Ranges and uncertainties of the collector test variables

Parameter Range Uncertainty

Input temperature 10–100 �C ±0.1 �C
Output temperature 10–100 �C ±0.1 �C
Ambient temperature 10–50 �C ±1 �C
Global radiation 300–1100 W/m2� ±50 W/m2 #
Diffuse radiation 0–800 W/m2 ±50 W/m2 #
Mass flow 0.02 kg/(m2 s) ±1%
Air speed over
the collector aperture

1–6 m/s ±0.5 m/s

Collector tilt angle 40–50� ±1�
Measuring interval 1–6 s ±1%

# CEN (1998) is not specifying these uncertainties explicitly;
ISO9806 specifies the uncertainty with ±50 W/m2 of the sec-
ondary standard pyranometer.
� CEN (1998) is not specifying the lower limit of 300 W/m2,
compare also CEN (2003) and Fischer et al. (2004).
limitation of the solar radiation variability in the
quasi-dynamic-test instead of maximal variation
±50 W/m2 during the steady-state test.

The collector test discussed here was performed
over the period of approximately one week. During
this period sufficient data were acquired to perform
the evaluation of the quasi-dynamic tests.

The data sub-set used for the extraction of the
collector parameters were selected according to the
reference conditions provided by EN12975 (CEN,
1998) which are:

• wind speed (2–4) m/s;
• (Tout � Tin) > 1 K, where Tin is the inlet temper-

ature and Tout is the outlet temperature;
• dTm/dt higher than ±0.005 K/s for some mean

values for semi covered sky condition (see Eq.
(1)), where dTm is the 5 min mean value of the
differences of the mean collector temperature
between Tm,i and Tm,i�1 and dt specifies the mea-
suring interval between ti and ti�1;

• only selection of values with positive power bal-
ance (positive g-values);

• stable mass flow of ±1% during a test day or test
sequence;

• stable mass flow of ±5% during the whole collec-
tor test;

• stable input temperature of ±1 K in a valid data
period;

• Tm = Ta (±3) K for the data set from the clear
sky day, where Tm is the mean collector temper-
ature and Ta is the ambient temperature.

In addition a further discrimination was per-
formed by

• the exclusion of values that can generate errors
caused by heat flow direction changes of the heat
losses (with positive g-values). Only data with
positive DT values are selected;

• the exclusion of values where diffuse radiation
fraction is >50%.

5. Regression methods for the determination of

collector coefficients

The Euronorm (CEN, 1998) proposes the multi-

ple linear regression (MLR) for the QDT using the
thermal power output as indicator for the equiva-
lence of measurement and model. Following the
practice described by Müller-Schöll and Frei
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(2000) and Sabatelli et al. (2002) for the SST, in this
paper the WLS regression is accomplished for the
efficiency values, i.e. the measured and modeled
power values divided by the global irradiance in
the collector plane (see. Eq. (1)).

The six regression variables of the model and the
measured efficiency have to be determined from the
measured data. By the regression procedure, the six
regression coefficients can be determined with the
goal to minimize the squared differences (or errors)
between the calculated and the modeled efficiencies
of all data pairs. As the uncertainties of the primary
measurement data (radiations, flow rate, tempera-
tures) effect the calculation of the efficiency, a proce-
dure would be useful, which considers appropriate
weighting of a data pair in respect to the inherent
uncertainty of that data pair.

gmo ¼
g�0Gb

G|ffl{zffl}
beam model

� g�0b0Gb

G
1

cos h
� 1

� �
|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

angle of beam model|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
beam radiation model¼KhbðhÞg�

0
Gb=G

þ g�0KhdGd

G|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
diffuse model

zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{optical properties

� k1 �
DT
G
� k2

ðDT Þ2

G

zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{heat loss properties

� k3

G
dT m

dt

zfflfflffl}|fflfflffl{thermal capacity p

ð1Þ

Regression variables 1–6 and the measured effi-
ciency gme:

1: Gb/G = X1, 2: IAGb=G ¼ X 2, 3: Gd/G = X3,

4: DT/G = X4, 5: DT2/G = X5, 6: oTm/(ot G) = X6,

7: gme ¼
_Qm

z}|{collector power

GA|{z}
solar power

¼ _mcpðT out�T inÞ
GA ;

gme measured efficiency, gmo modeled or calcu-
lated efficiency;
Gb beam radiation [W/m2], Gb diffuse radiation
[W/m2], Gb = G � Gd;
Tm average collector temperature = Tm =
(Tin + Tout)/2 [�C], DT = Tm � Ta;
Ta ambient temperature [�C], h incidence angle [�].

Regression coefficients a1–a6 obtained from the
regression:

1. g�0 ¼ a1 zero loss efficiency [unitless];
2. g�0b0 ¼ a2, b0 factor to determine the incident

angle modifier of the beam irradiance [unitless];
3. g�0Khd ¼ a3, Khd incident angle modifier for dif-
fuse radiation [unitless];

4. k1 = a4 heat loss coefficient [W/(m2 K)];
5. k2 = a5 heat loss coefficient [W/(m2 K)];
6. k3 = a6 coefficient for the thermal capacity [kJ/

(m2 K)].

For example, pyranometers generally show a
higher relative measuring uncertainty in their lower
measurement range than in their upper range. The
weighted least square method (WLS) weights mea-
suring points at lower radiation (300 W/m2) less
than those at higher radiation (1100 W/m2) within
the regression process. Articles (Mathioulakis
et al., 1999; Müller-Schöll and Frei, 2000; Sabatelli
et al., 2002) remark that the MLR regression based
on the least square method (LS) is not most efficient
to determine the collector coefficients and their
uncertainties for the SST, as stated by Mathioulakis
et al. (1999): ‘The problem with this method is that, in
reality, the typical deviation r is almost never con-

stant and the same for all points, but each data point

gme,i,xi has its own standard deviation ri’. This paper
shows the advantage of WLS applied for the QDT.
In the following we discuss the different results
obtained by the LS and the WLS for the QDT.

6. The weighted least square method and the least
square method used on the QDT

6.1. Calculation of the collector coefficients

WLS is a weighted regression method, as the name
says. The method is used for collector coefficients and
uncertainties calculations. Theoretical background
of this method is given by Press et al. (1996). Com-
pared to LS it has the following advantages:

• the collector coefficients are determined also
using the measurement uncertainties of the
transducers;

• the measurement uncertainty of the transducer
can be different in different measurement ranges;

• the statistic distribution of the measurement
uncertainties does not have to be normally
distributed;

• the measurement uncertainties may be weakly
correlated with each other.

Eq. (2) gives the individual squared errors for
each 5 min mean value set (counted by i = 1–n) as
function of the collector coefficients a1–a6 (counted
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by j = 1–k) and the measured variables X1,i–X6,i cal-
culated with the data from the measurement (see
Eq. (1)).

error2
i ¼ ðgme;i � gmo;iÞ

2 ¼ gme;i �
Xk

j¼1

ðX j;i � akÞ2
 !2

ð2Þ
In the next step, the uncertainties (Press et al., 1996)
of all error-values, denominated uerror,i have to be
calculated (Eq. (3)), where u(X1,i) to u(X6,i) (counted
by j = 1–6) are the standard uncertainties (ISO, 1995)
of the regression variables and u(gme,i) are the stan-

dard uncertainties of the measured efficiency values.

u2
error;i¼

oðerroriÞ
oðgme;iÞ

uðgme;iÞ
� �2

þ
Xk

j¼1

oðerroriÞ
oðX j;iÞ

uðX j;iÞ
� �2

ð3Þ

The measurement uncertainties of the measured effi-
ciency u(gme,i) and every variable u(X1,i) to u(X6,i)
have to be determined taking into account the stan-
dard uncertainties of the transducers to calculate the
standard uncertainty uerror,i (Eq. (3)). After the
squared quotients of the errori – and uerror,i – values
have been determined, the new weighted evaluation
function v2 can be implemented (Eq. (4)). In calcu-
lating v2, the individual errors are thus weighted
by its reciprocal uncertainty. Within these calcula-
tion the coefficients a1–a6, determined by a LS

regression can be used as initial values for the min-
imization of v2.

For the WLS, the collector coefficients are now
varied iteratively by a spreadsheet program (e.g.
EXCELTM) with the goal to minimize the sum of
v2 for the n data points.

v2 ¼
Xn

i¼1

error2
i

u2
error;i

! min ð4Þ

The collector coefficients resulting form the two dif-
ferent regression methods (WLS and LS) are docu-
Table 2
Collector coefficients with uncertainties in the 95% confidence interval

LS WL

min coeff. max U min

g0 0.710 0.716 0.722 0.006 0.7
b0 0.119 0.144 0.170 0.026 0.1
Khd 0.827 0.868 0.908 0.041 0.8
k1 6.445 5.890 5.335 0.555 6.5
k2 0.049 0.038 0.027 0.011 0.0
Ceff 3821.2 636.0 2549.1 3185.1 303
mented in the section of the results (Section 8, Table
2).

For the LS regression the coefficients are
obtained by minimizing the sum of all squared
error2

i – values given by Eq. (2).

6.2. Calculation of the collector coefficient

uncertainties with WLS-method

For the determination of the uncertainties of col-
lector coefficients in the framework of the WLS

regression, the method described by Press et al.
(1996) is applied here. The application of this
method for the SST collector test is described in
Müller-Schöll and Frei (2000); here it is used for
the QDT collector test for determining the uncer-
tainties for the collector coefficients gained by the
WLS regression. The calculation of the uncertainties
of the collector coefficients starts with determining a
matrix A (Eq. (5)) using the variables Xj,i from a
data set of one collector test and the uncertainties
uerror,i (3) of each 5 min mean value from the same
data set. In Press et al. (1996), it is shown that from
a 6 · 6 matrix [C] (Eq. (6)), whose diagonal elements
present the squared standard uncertainties (or vari-
ances) of the target parameters, can be determined
the standard uncertainties of the regression coeffi-
cients. The off-diagonal elements give the co-vari-
ances between the regression coefficients.

½A� ¼

X 1;1

uerror;1

D E
X 2;1

uerror;1

D E
h� � �i X 6;1

uerror;1

D E
X 1;2

uerror;2

D E
X 2;2

uerror;2

D E
h� � �i X 6;2

uerror;2

D E
h� � �i h� � �i h� � �i h� � �i

X 1;n

uerror;n

D E
X 2;n

uerror;n

D E
h� � �i X 6;n

uerror;n

D E

0
BBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCA

ð5Þ

The variances that corresponds to the squared stan-
dard uncertainties of the regression coefficients are
determined (Press et al., 1996) for the WLS regres-
sion with the following equation:
S Units

coeff. max U

07 0.713 0.718 0.005 [unitless]
06 0.128 0.149 0.022 [unitless]
56 0.894 0.933 0.038 [unitless]
32 6.109 5.686 0.423 [W/(m2) K]
43 0.035 0.027 0.008 [W/(m2) K]
9.4 612.1 1815.2 2427.3 [KJ/(m2) K]
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½C� ¼ ½½AT�½A���1

¼

E½varðâ0Þ� E½covðâ0; â2Þ� � � � E½covðâ0; âkÞ�
E½covðâ2; â0Þ� E½varðâ2Þ� � � � E½covðâ2; âkÞ�

..

. ..
. . .

. ..
.

E½covðâk; â0Þ� E½covðâk ; â2Þ� � � � E½varðâkÞ�

2
6664

3
7775
ð6Þ

The expanded uncertainties (ISO, 1995), of the
regression coefficients are calculated multiplying
the square root of the variances with the student-t
value, where ta/2,n�k is the student-t value of the
regression for (1 � a)100% of confidence with n
mean values (5 min) and k regression coefficients.

6.3. Calculation of the collector coefficients

uncertainties for the LS-method

In ISO (1995) the variances that correspond to
the squared standard uncertainties of the regression
coefficients are determined for the LS regression
with the following equation:

r2½½X �T½X ���1

¼

E½varðâ0Þ� E½covðâ0; â2Þ� � � � E½covðâ0; âkÞ�
E½covðâ2; â0Þ� E½varðâ2Þ� � � � E½covðâ2; âkÞ�
..
. ..

. . .
. ..

.

E½covðâk ; â0Þ� E½covðâk ; â2Þ� � � � E½varðâkÞ�

2
66664

3
77775
ð7Þ

where the matrix [X] is given by n horizontal vectors
(n is the number of data points used for the regres-
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Fig. 2. Example of one data point with his uncertainties within a 95%
sion), each with the variables X1,i to Xk,i. It is the
same matrix as in Eq. (5), but without taking into
account the uncertainties.

The uncertainties of the collector coefficients
determined for the results of the two different
regression methods (WLS and LS) are documented
in the section of the results (Section 8, Table 2).

6.4. Calculation of the uncertainties of the mean

model response for the LS- and WLS regression

method

The root of the variances u2
gi of the collector

model response is calculated with Eq. (8) as recom-
mended in ISO (1995) if no correlation of the regres-
sion coefficients is considered. ugi obtained for the
two different regression methods (WLS and LS)
are used to calculate the expanded uncertainties,
multiplying them with the student-t value (ISO,
1995). In the section of the results (Section 8,
Fig. 5) the expanded uncertainty intervals of the
normalized efficiency curves are shown.

u2
gmo;i ¼

Xk

j¼1

oðgmo;iÞ
oðakÞ

ua;j

� �2

ð8Þ
7. Validation of the confidence intervals

Assuming the case that the measured efficiency
gme is always equal to the modeled efficiency gmo,
we would get a straight line as presented in Fig. 1
(identity line). To assess the significance of a devia-
0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

e [ - ]

identity line
data point
confidence limits
confidence limits

confidence limit.
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tion from this line (i.e. gme and gmo are not statistical
identical) confidence limits (95%) according to the
uncertainties of gme and the prediction intervals of
gmo can be analyzed. Taking into account both,
the uncertainties of gme and the prediction intervals
of gmo (Montgomery and Peck, 1992) we get an
uncertainty-prediction ellipse for each measured
point (Fig. 2). Using a confidence limit of 95%,
the ellipse indicates the boundaries in which the
region within the ‘real’ point of g is located with a
probability of 95%. Identity of measured and mod-
eled efficiencies in this sense is given when the ellipse
covers the identity line.

Using this presentation, the accuracy of the
uncertainty estimates can be evaluated. Based on
the given data set, it has to be checked whether
the fraction of cases with uncertainty – prediction

interval ellipses covering the identity line is similar
to the confidence limit selected. For this purpose it
is checked whether an intersection gmo,IS,i of the cir-
cumference of the uncertainty – prediction interval

ellipse with the identity line exists (see Eq. (6)).
0
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Fig. 3. Scatter diagram of measured and modeled efficiency
values for the model stemming from the LS procedure. Data
points with uncertainty ellipses overlapping the identity line are
marked by crosses. Circles indicate the out-layers.
gmo;IS;i ¼ gmo;i �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�

g2
me;i

U 2ðgme;iÞ

 !
PI2ðgmo;iÞ

vuut ð9Þ

where gme,i and gmo,i are the measured and the mod-
eled efficiencies, U(gme,i) is the expanded uncertainty
of the measured efficiency and PI(gmo) is the predic-
tion interval of the modeled efficiency and where the
expanded uncertainty is the standard uncertainty
multiplied with the student-t value of the chosen
confidence of 95%.

In Montgomery and Peck (1992), Hoffmann and
Vieira (1987) the authors specify the calculation of
the prediction interval of the model response of
the ith measured value for a multiple linear regres-
sion model using an determined confidence as given
in Eq. (10).

PIðgmo;iÞ ¼ �ta=2;n�k

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
varðDiÞ

p
ð10Þ

where ta/2,n�k is the student-t value for (1 � a)100%
of confidence with k = 6 regression coefficients (Eq.
(1)) and n mean values used for the regression. The
value var(Di) is the variance of the difference be-
tween the measured and the modeled efficiency
and is determined by

varðDiÞ ¼ varðgÞ þ Eðr2Þ ð11Þ
The estimate of the residual mean square error
E(r2), denominated also MSE, can be determined
with the following equation:

s2 ¼ Eðr2Þ ¼
PN

i¼1ð2iÞ2

n� k
¼
PN

i¼1ðgmo;i � gme;iÞ
2

n� k
ð12Þ

The variance of the mean model response var(g),
also denominated squared standard error in the
LS-regression is determined by Montgomery and
Peck (1992) and Hoffmann and Vieira (1987) with

varðgÞ ¼ uðgÞ2 ¼ r2fX i;0g½½X �T½X ���1fX i;0gT ð13Þ
where the vector {Xi,0} is one of the horizontal vec-
tors of the matrix [X] (Eq. (7)) at the time i for which
the prediction interval is calculated from i = (1–n)
mean values. The matrix [X] is the same matrix as
in Eq. (7).

In the WLS regression the variances of the
regression coefficients var(ak) are determined by
the (ATA)�1 matrix (Eq. (6)) and are used here to
calculate the variances of the model with Eq. (8).

The uncertainty of the ith measured efficiency is
calculated by Eq. (14).

ðugme;iÞ2 ¼
oðgme;iÞ
o _Qme;i

u _Qme;i

 !2

þ
oðgme;iÞ

oGi
uG;i

� �2

þ
oðgme;iÞ

oA
uA

� �2

ð14Þ

u _Qme;i standard uncertainty of the collector
power;

uG,i standard uncertainty of the global radia-
tion;

uA standard uncertainty of the collector area.
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Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 2, but for model data from the WLS
procedure.
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For both Eqs. (3 and 14) transducer uncertainties
as defined by EN12975 (Table 1) are used.

The points with non-intersecting uncertainty
ellipsis for both methods are indicated in Figs. 3
and 4 for the uncertainties specified in Table 1. It
can be stated that for the case of the LS data in
about 4.8% of the cases (denominated out-layers)
the uncertainty – prediction interval ellipse does not
cover the identity line (expected value is 5%). For
the WLS set these values amounts to about 6.5%.
Using for the LS method Eq. (8) instead of the
Eq. (13) to estimate the variance of the model
response, we obtain 5.2% of out-layers.
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WLS (crosses) data with the respective uncertainty limits. The
limits refer to the 95% confidence interval.
8. Results

The expanded uncertainties of the regression
coefficients and the mean response for the two
regression methods are obtained by multiplying
the standard uncertainties with the student-t values.

Table 2 shows the collector coefficients deter-
mined by the LS and WLS procedures that are com-
puted from the regression coefficients. Also given
are the expanded uncertainties for a confidence
interval of 95% and the respective upper and lower
bounds for the coefficients provided.

For the table, the regression coefficients are
transformed to collector coefficients using relations
given in Eq. (1) and the uncertainties of the regres-
sion coefficients are transformed to the uncertainties
of the collector coefficients using the combined
uncertainty calculation assuming uncorrelated
uncertainties (ISO, 1995).
With Eqs. (15) and (16) we can calculate the nor-
malized efficiency curves as defined by EN12975
(CEN, 1998). These curves refer to the following
conditions:

• beam radiation: 680 W/m2 (85% of the global
radiation);

• diffuse radiation: 120 W/m2 (15% of the global
radiation);

• global radiation: 800 W/m2;
• Incidence angle: 15�.

The normalized efficiency curve is – for these con-
ditions – defined by

gnorm ¼ g0;norm � k1

T m � T a

G
� k2

ðT m � T aÞ2

G
ð15Þ

with g0,norm given by

g0;norm ¼ g0

Gb

G
Khbð15�Þ þ Gd

G
Khd

� �
;

Khb ¼ 1� b0

1

cos h
� 1

� �
ð16Þ

The uncertainty of each point of the normalized effi-
ciency curves (Fig. 5) are calculated using Eq. (8) for
both regression methods (ISO, 1995).

9. Discussion of the results

Comparing the individual measured efficiencies
to those calculated using the coefficient sets from
both the LS and the WLS method, no considerable
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deviations (errors) occur throughout most of the
test data (Fig. 6). This holds for both methods.

In Fig. 6 we show the error values (applying the
two different regression methods) between the mod-
eled and the measured efficiency for the whole test
data set. The curve denominated delta models LS–

WLS presents the differences between the results
of the two models (WLS and LS).

As the first 90 measuring points (Fig. 6) where
taken with nearly clear sky conditions, it is most
likely that the collector’s optical behavior (deter-
mined by the coefficients g0, b0 and Khd) were deter-
mined reliable. This is also shown by the small
uncertainty values of these parameters (Table 2)
and the small error values (Fig. 5).

In Fig. 5 the results of the LS and WLS methods

are given by a normalized efficiency curve calculated
with Eqs. (15) and (16).

From Table 2 we can see that the coefficient for
the thermal capacity has a relatively high uncer-
tainty. That uncertainty does not appear in the nor-
malized efficiency curve (Fig. 4), because only the
uncertainty of the non-dynamic coefficients U(a1)
to U(a5) and variables U(x1) to U(x5) are used for
the calculation of the total uncertainty with Eq.
(11).

10. Conclusion

Fig. 4 and Table 2 show that the weighted least

square fitting method has lower uncertainties than
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Fig. 6. Errors of the efficiency models calculated with the parameters s
the 134 experimental values are sorted according to data number. The
with small dots.
the least square fitting method. This proves the
hypothesis that the WLS method leads to better
regression results. In our example, the optical coef-
ficients of the WLS fit do not differ much from the
coefficients obtained from the LS fit. The small dif-
ferences of the normalized efficiency curve are
mainly a result of the differences in the heat loss
coefficients from WLS as compared to the LS.
We have to remark that the present results are only
based on one collector test. In further collector
tests with other collectors the differences of the
coefficients may be higher. Anyway the WLS
method is the method that delivers more adequate
results for the quasi-dynamic test. The post-verifi-
cation of the 95% confidence limit shows that the
uncertainty calculations are correct, and gives more
credit to the calculated uncertainty of the test
results.

11. Summary and outlook

We calculate the collector coefficients and their
uncertainties with the least square and the weighed

least square methods for a quasi-dynamic test
(CEN, 1998).

The 95% confidence limits for each collector
coefficient are calculated as well as the respective
limits for the collector efficiencies resulting from
the identified model. Using the test data, the confi-
dence limits for the efficiencies can be validated,
which proves that the uncertainties of the collector
4 73 82 91 100 109 118 127
 points

ets from LS (circles) and WLS (crosses) procedures. The data for
mutual deviation of the two models is given by the line indicated
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coefficients as well as the efficiency curve of the
collector can be determined in a reliable way. How-
ever, a review of these uncertainty statements still
requires a more comprehensive analysis of several
complete tests.

The weighted least square method (WLS) gets
slightly different coefficients with the same collector
as the least square method (LS).

The quasi-dynamic and the steady-state tests
are both performed under outdoor conditions,
and are thus, regarding the measurement condi-
tions, impossible to repeat, as weather conditions
(combination of solar radiation and ambient tem-
perature) always vary. Therefore, to get a quanti-
tative statement on the test reproducibility, the
need for an extended database is again underlined.
It should be remarked that this reproducibility is
strictly related to the defined standard test condi-
tions (or data selection conditions) as given by
EN12975 (CEN, 1998).

The easy implementation in EXCELTM spread-
sheet makes it possible to apply the WLS method

regularly for collector test evaluations.
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